The quality of a dairy product is largely determined by its microstructure which also affects its optical properties. Consequently, an assessment of the optical properties during production may be part of a feedback system for ensuring the quality of the production process. This paper presents a novel camera-based measurement technique that enables robust quantification of a wide range of reduced scattering coefficients and absorption coefficients. Measurements are based on hyperspectral images of diffuse reflectance in the wavelength range of 470 to 1020 nm. The optical properties of commercially available milk and yogurt products with three different levels of fat content are measured. These constitute a relevant range of products at a dairy plant. The measured reduced scattering properties of the samples are presented and show a clear discrimination between levels of fat contents as well as fermentation. The presented measurement technique and method of analysis is thus suitable for a rapid, noncontact, and non-invasive inspection that can deduce physically interpretable properties.
INTRODUCTION
Monitoring microstructures in food and beverages is key to enhancing manufacturing process flexibility and efficiency while also improving the quality and safety of the products. 1, 2 For yogurt products, the microstructure, as defined by Bijnen et al., 1 is a central component in consumers' perception of mouthfeel and thus their acceptance of the product. 3 The microstructure is formed from an aggregation of protein during the fermentation process. 4 It is known that reduced scattering properties, 5 scattering phase function, 6 and the speckle characteristics [7] [8] [9] are affected by the microstructure. Inspection tools which quantify any of these effects may therefore reduce manufacturing costs and improve product quality. 10, 11 The reduced scattering properties can be calculated from steady-state diffuse reflectance measurements as demonstrated by Farrell et al. 12 This enables measurement of the reduced scattering and absorption properties. However, this requires measurement of absolute intensities which is infeasible for in-line measurements. 13 To solve this problem, the technique has been modified by Wang and Jacques 14 into oblique incidence reflectometry (OIR). The requirement of absolute intensities is avoided by instead resolving both single and multiple scattering of the light. The drawback of using OIR is that the range of optical properties which can be inspected is limited directly by the finite spatial resolution and the field of view of the detector system. This limits the ability to resolve optically dense or dilute media.
Oblique incidence reflectometry has mainly been used for inspection of tissues, which span a relatively small range of optical properties. [15] [16] [17] [18] Tissue measurements are obtained using a fiber probe. Such probes are convenient for measuring the skin properties of live subjects, but also limited to the narrow range of optical properties of skin. To make the measurement of a milk fermentation process more feasible, a wider range of optical properties must be covered. 5 This is most feasible with camera-based measurements which have a much higher spatial resolution, typically a few thousand detectors along the diagonal of a modern charge-coupled device (CCD) in comparison to 12 for fiber probes. 18 The original OIR technique 14 was camera based and demonstrated the potential of the technique for measuring the reduced scattering l 0 s . Measurement of the absorption coefficient l a and the spectral dependencies was not introduced until after the shift to systems based on fiber probes. 15, 19 Some work has been done in camera-based OIR, 20, 21 where the challenges summarized in Table I were identified. In this paper, the markers C.1 to C.7 refer to these challenges.
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate an inspection tool for quantifying the reduced scattering properties as well as the absorption properties of dairy products suitable for in-line process inspection. To ensure industrial relevance, the presented inspection tool is applied to commercially available milk and yogurt products with three different levels of fat content. In comparison to previous camera-based instruments for OIR, the presented instrument provides spectrally resolved measurements. It is described how the challenges C.1 to C.7 occur in the presented measurement method and how they are solved. The challenges are dealt with in a sample-independent manner, so that the solutions are directly transferable to other applications. Finally, the measured reduced scattering properties show a clear distinction between fermented and nonfermented milk, which is promising for future in-line inspection of the milk fermentation process.
Related Work. The measurement principle of OIR is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1a , the light beam is obliquely incident on the sample surface. Inside the sample, the light is scattered in different directions, and some emerges from the surface as diffuse reflectance. The highest intensity is closest to the entry point, and the intensity declines further away. Most of the reflectance can be described as two components, and this is illustrated in Fig. 1b . Here, a profile of the reflectance values is illustrated; the line goes through the entry point in the direction of the incident beam. The first component (red) is most intense. This is a region where light has only experienced a few scattering events. The second component (blue) is the low-intensity contribution far from the entry point. This is the region where the reflectance may be described by a diffusion process. Because light enters the sample at an oblique angle, the reflectance profile is elongated, and more light is emitted from the forward direction. This is seen from the so-called center line between the two sides of the reflectance profile, marked by a black line in Fig. 1b . The center line is the geometrical center of the reflectance profile for different intensity levels. At high intensities, the line is located at the entry point, and at low intensities, the line is shifted forward towards a new location. The displacement of the two symmetry points for the reflectance profile is denoted Dx.
In OIR, the relation between Dx and the light transport diffusion coefficient D is modeled as follows: 15
where h t is the angle of refraction, and this depends on the angle of incidence h i and the relative index of refraction n as specified by the law of refraction (Snell's law). The relative index of refraction is n = n sample / n ambient . In this paper, the surrounding medium is air (n ambient = 1), and the refractive index of milk is assumed to be 1.347. 22 D may also be related to the transport mean free path (mfp 0 ) as 3D % 1mfp 0 , which gives the simple interpretation that light on average travels this distance into the sample before being scattered. 15 It has been found, by comparison with Monte Carlo models, 15 that the diffusion coefficient can be expressed as
Here l 0 s and l a are the reduced scattering coefficient and the absorption coefficient, respectively, and this provides the first parametrization of the optical proper-ties. Equation 2 can be considered a simplification of the expression for D reported by Ripoll et al. 23 The light becomes diffuse as one moves away from the point of entry. The light is therefore modeled using a displaced diffusion dipole as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The expression by Farrell et al. 12 is used, but with the dipole (the positive and negative point sources) shifted horizontally by the distance Dx and shifted toward the sample surface according to the modified expression for D. The diffuse reflectance at a point r = (x,y,z = 0) on the surface then becomes 15 where q 1 and q 2 are the distances from the positive and negative sources to the location r on the sample surface, and l eff is the effective transport coefficient. These sources are positioned at vertical distances of z 1 = 3D cos h t and z 2 = z 1 þ 4AD. The parameter A corrects the position of the negative source to account for internal reflection from the boundary back into the sample. It is approximated by 12
To measure the optical properties, the diffusion coefficient D is found first by estimating the distance between the entry point and the diffusion center (Eq. 1). Then D is inserted in Eq. 3 and l eff is found by a nonlinear least squares fit of the equation to measured data. Combining this, the optical properties may be deduced 15
The technique thus imposes two criteria on the detection in relation to the optical properties of the sample:
(1) The reflectance profile must be resolved with sufficiently high resolution to expose the horizontal shift. (2) The field of view must be sufficiently wide such that the light becomes diffuse enough to match the diffusion expression in Eq. 3.
The range of optical properties that can be quantified robustly are therefore dependent on the detector system. One important aspect of the data collection is therefore that the reflectance profiles are completely resolved without saturated pixels. To accomplish this, together with a low noise measurement of the diffused light, the original implementation used two images of the reflectance. One image was taken with a neutral density filter to avoid saturation of the pixels close to the entry point. This had the undesirable side effect of shifting the position of the beam on the sample surface, which caused a systematic measurement error. Sun et al. 21 used only one image with no filter applied to the source. This limits the range of the optical properties that can be measured, as highly scattering samples may saturate the CCD, and low scattering causes a low with noise.
With an image of the reflectance profile recorded, the calculation of the light's entry point has been handled in different ways. In the original OIR technique, 14 the entry point is identified as the pixel of highest intensity. However, the pixel with highest intensity may be a noisy estimate, especially in the presence of speckle which arises in narrow bandwidth systems. To improve the measurement precision, Sun et al. 21 used a weighted center of mass of all pixels above the average intensity. Lindbergh et al. 20 used the most intense pixel, but after a convolution with a Gaussian filter. To reduce noise even further, the average value of five repetitive measurements was used.
Similarly, different approaches have been taken for calculation of the diffusion center. It was originally estimated as the position at which the center line for the reflectance profile converged, 14 see illustration in Fig. 1b . For each point in the reflectance profile, the corresponding position on the other side is calculated by linear interpolation on a logarithmic scale of two points with the closest intensities above and below. The center of the two positions, on opposite sides of the entry point, becomes a point in the center line. In this way, the center line gives an estimation of the reflectance center at different intensity levels of the profile. The diffusion center is at the location where the center line converges. However, camera-based data requires a smoothing of this otherwise noisy profile. To improve the estimate of the diffusion center, Sun et al. 21 used an iterative method. The location of the diffusion center was moved as well as the region of the image for which the diffusion fit was evaluated. Both were sequentially updated until a minimum change in the deduced optical properties was reached. The diffusion center was calculated as the symmetry point for the reflectance profiles of two intervals positioned symmetrically around the previous diffusion center. This iterative approach involves an additional nested loop for deducing the optical properties, and is thus slow. Lindbergh et al. 20 computed a number of threshold-filtered images, where the thresholds were different percentages of the maximum intensity. The diffusion center was calculated as the evenly weighted center of mass of the pixels above the threshold. The intensity levels are only used if the light is sufficiently diffuse. This was quantified by the ratio of two second-order moments for pixels above the threshold. Working on the entire images with iterative or multiple thresholds is time expensive and scales with the camera resolution to the power of two.
The presented measurement procedure satisfies two important properties for an in-line inspection system. The measurement can be obtained through a cover slip, thus compatible with the hygiene requirements in dairy production. Another important aspect of the measurement technique is that the optical properties are measured in reflection mode, as opposed to transmission, which allows inspection of large volumes such as milk fermentation tanks. Compared with other diffuse reflectance spectroscopy instruments, 15, 20, 24 the presented instrument has the broadest spectral and spatial range presented so far.
Method. This section describes the suggested solutions to the challenges of camera-based OIR (see the list of challenges in Table I ).
Camera Intensity Range (C.1). To fully resolve the profiles, high dynamic range imaging is used. 25 This means that several images are taken with different exposure times, and these are combined into a single high dynamic range (HDR) image. The procedure described by Nielsen et al. 26 is employed. Lindbergh et al. 20 used a similar approach, but instead calibrated the response function to obtain HDR reflectance images. To ensure a linear response of the pixel value from the light intensity, the most intense pixels are interpreted as saturated. The actual value in these pixels is instead measured at a shorter exposure time using the HDR imaging.
Entry Point and Laser Speckle (C.2 and C.3). To obtain an accurate estimate, a temporary center position is obtained as the median coordinate of pixels above 40% of the maximum image intensity. Subsequently, the reflectance profile along the direction of incidence is extracted for analysis. The angle of the horizontal axis in the image plane with the direction of incidence is measured during the assembly of the instrument, and the line is marked with black in Fig. 3 . Reflectance values are extracted along this line, and the most intense pixel is the entry point. To reduce the noise of this estimate further, the average position over all wavelengths is used.
Estimating the Diffusion Center (C.4). As in the work of Lin et al., 15 a single profile in the image is used rather than processing the entire image. However, due to the noise properties of the CCD, it is necessary to extend the work of Lin et al. 15 so that it is possible to deal with nonmonotonously decreasing data. To obtain a high accuracy estimate of the diffusion center, the overall development of the center line is captured using a regularized quadratic spline. Splines are advantageous as they do not enforce a specific shape of center lines as opposed to a closed expression. The regularization ensures robustness against noise in the image data. Finally, due to the quadratic nature, its derivatives are smooth, which is ideal for estimating the convergence of the profiles towards the location of the diffusion center. The diffusion center is calculated as the position of the spline at which its derivative as a function of intensity is zero. If the derivative is zero in more than one position, the one of the highest image intensity is chosen.
Examples of calculated center lines as a function of intensity depth are presented in Fig. 4a , each together with its associated spline marked with black. Considering that the center lines consist of roughly 3500 points, the development as a function of intensity is fairly well defined. The derivative of the splines used for estimating the convergence is seen in Fig. 4b . The diffusion center is evaluated as the point at which the derivative of the spline first crosses zero. At lower intensity values, the center line may be more subject to experimental factors, such as sample roughness and unintended tilt between surface normal and camera axis.
Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) Pixel Calibration and Vignetting (C.5 and C.6). As OIR relies on intensity and shape, it is essential to characterize both lens distortion and vignetting. To quantify lens distortion, a calibration grid is placed on top of a homogeneous scattering sample. The light beam illuminates the sample similar to a measurement. The diffuse reflectance effectively provides a background illumination of the grid as seen in Fig. 5a . The image of the grid was enhanced by removing the smooth and diffuse part of the reflectance profile. This is done using a local noise normalization and dynamic range reduction of the image. From this, the grid is annotated manually, and the distance between points was fitted with a linear model. An example of the fit residual is presented in Fig. 5b . This procedure is carried out at 480, 650, and 970 nm. From this, it was found that the image distortion is less than 2.5 pixels across the entire field of view, which causes changes The normalized derivative of the spline from the center lines; these are used to calculate the convergence of the lines significantly below the measurement precision. Thus, no additional correction for lens distortion is required. The chromatic aberration, causing a wavelength-dependent image magnification, is quantified as less than 1%. This approach is advantageous, as it provides hyperspectral information and enables quantification of not only average pixel size, but also possible image distortion.
To quantify the vignetting of the imaging system, an image is captured of a white paper poster smoothly illuminated by sunlight. The poster was positioned at a distance of around 1.5 m from the lens so that it was completely out of focus. This measurement shows a drop of transmission through the lens to about 80% toward the peripheral parts of the image. Traces of the vignetting signal are presented in Fig. 5c . This signal is used to correct all images captured to measure optical properties.
Fitting the Diffusion Model (C.7). The last unanswered question for the evaluation of the fit is the area excluded around the entry point and diffusion center. The reflected light in this area is interpreted as being insufficiently diffuse to be described by the diffusion equation. As noted by Lin et al., 15 an advantage of OIR is that the area may be quantified in units of the transport mean free path mfp 0 , which is calculated from Dx (see Fig. 2 ). Lin et al. 15 reported that the measured optical properties for low scattering samples are especially sensitive to this excluded area, and they used an area with a radius of 1.5 mfp 0 . Their work was based on fiber probes, which limited the possibility of a more general analysis. The presented method does not suffer from the same limitation due to the high spatial resolution of the presented camera-based instrumentation. The analysis is important in two regards: 27 (1) The previously suggested value may not be optimal.
(2) How does the width of the excluded region affect the deduced optical properties?
Parts of the reflectance profile are excluded if they are too close to either the entry point or the diffusion center to be modeled as a diffusion process. This requirement is quantified by the following criterion:
maxðjx À x entry j; jx À x diffusion jÞ , ðj Á mfp 0 þ 1:
Here, x is a point along the line extracted from the image data as seen in Fig. 3 . The beam waist is denoted by x beam , and j is the number of mfp 0 that are excluded. The factor k thus quantifies the width of the reflectance profile that is not described by the diffusion approximation.
One reason for these dependencies on the fit region is the analytical expression (Eq. 3) which is known to break down in two regimes: highly anisotropic scattering phase function 28, 29 and high absorption. 30 Recently, corrections have been proposed to include phase function dependencies by Zemp. 27 In addition, an improved analytical solution to the radiative transfer equation for a semiinfinite medium has recently been proposed by Liemert and Kienle. 31 These two approaches may individually reduce the coupling between the optical properties. A combination of these approaches may provide a more general and adequate numerical model that describes the optical properties. However, in this paper, only the standard OIR model (Eq. 3) is considered.
Measurement of the Effective Attenuation. The second parameter used for determining the optical properties is the effective attenuation (l eff ), which is deduced from the shape of the diffused light by Eq. 3. Minimization of the following expression (Eq. 9) is used. Lin 32 used a similar expression but did not include beam convolution
Here, N denotes the number of points along the line of incidence, marked in black in Fig. 3 , which fulfill the criterion in Eq. 8. The function R denotes the diffuse reflectance intensity calculated by Eq. 3, and is evaluated in position x n . The integral over x is a convolution due to the finite beam size with waist x beam . Lastly, y n denotes intensity at a given pixel. Using this expression, each pixel only contributes with an error relative to the magnitude of the intensity. The two optimal values are determined by minimization using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
Interpretation of Optical Properties. For the reduced scattering coefficients, the wavelength dependence is fitted with an approximation derived from Lorenz-Mie theory and presented by Graaff et al. 33 This is done by fitting the model
Here, k is the wavelength in nanometers, A and b are fitted coefficients. The fitted amplitude coefficient A indicates the concentration of the scatterers and their scattering cross sections, and the decay rate b reflects the size parameter of the scatterers. In this way, wavelengthresolved measurements of the reduced scattering coeffi- cients enable discrimination between an increase in scattering particle density (A) from their size (b).
For the wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficients, consult the spectrum of water reported by Hale and Querry 34 and, for milk fat, the spectrum reported by Michalski et al. 35 
MATERIALS
Hyperspectral Imaging System. Figure 6 illustrates the presented instrument for OIR measurements. The instrument is based on acousto-optical filtering of a broadband supercontinuum light source (SuperK Extreme EXW-12, NKT Photonics A/S, Birkerød, Denmark). The supercontinuum light source generates a beam throughout the spectral range from 450 to 2400 nm, and for this paper, the acousto-optical filter (SuperK SELECT, NKT Photonics A/S, Birkerød, Denmark) was equipped with a crystal that enables wavelength selection in the spectral range from 475 to 1020 nm. The optical bandwidth changes linearly from around 3.5 nm to roughly 16 nm. To accomplish this broad spectral range, the filtering amplitude is lowered in the wavelength range above 900 nm. The acousto-optically filtered light is coupled into a fiber delivery system (FDS; VIS-nIR FDS, NKT Photonics A/S, Birkerød, Denmark). The combined instrument produces a collimated single mode beam with a tunable wavelength which is ideal for OIR.
The FDS provides a collimated beam, and the beam size is reduced further using a lens. To keep the lens and its mounting equipment outside the camera field of view, the beam is focused on the sample surface using a 38 mm focal length achromatic lens (Edmund Optics Inc., Barrington, New Jersey, USA). The waist of the beam is wavelength dependent and grows from approximately 120 lm at 480 nm to 200 lm at 1000 nm; this includes the effect of the angular projection. The incidence angle of the beam is h i = 528, which was found as a compromise between increasing the diffusion displacement (Eq. 1) while keeping the projected beam small and having transmission into the sample. More detailed considerations for incidence angle and polarization direction are provided by Abildgaard. 36 Images of the reflectance profiles are captured using a 12 bit CCD camera (AM-800GE, JAI, Miyazaki, Japan) with a pixel resolution of 3296 3 2472. The imaging objective is a 50 mm focal length lens (LM50XC, Kowa Company Ltd., Nagoya, Japan) mounted to provide an image with a resolution of 3.2 lm per pixel of the sample surface. The shutter on the objective was set to F7 and magnification to 2. To calibrate the imaging system, a calibration grid (R1L3S3p, Thorlabs, Gothenburg, Sweden) was used.
Dairy Samples. The measurement technique was evaluated using a series of dairy products. This series contains commercially available milk and yogurt with three different fat levels. The names of the products and key information on their composition are in Table II . Mean particle size values are not available on fermented milks, as the necessary sample dilution destroys the gel network. 37 All products were purchased during December 2013 in Copenhagen, Denmark. The yogurt products are fermented with the bacteria culture L. acidophilus. The milk and yogurt products have very different structural properties because the casein protein in yogurts contain a gel network rather than being suspended individual micelles. The chemical composition in terms of fat and protein content is largely unchanged, especially for the 3.5% products, where the difference is only in the microstructure of the protein gel.
By inspecting the samples presented in Table II , the instrument sensitivity is evaluated as the discrimination between the deduced optical properties of similar milk and yogurt products. The measurement precision of all dairy products was quantified as the standard deviation between five repetitive measurements. The measurement series was performed with 11 spectral bands.
Measurement Reproducibility. It is commonly recognized that there is a strong correlation between the optical properties. 30, 38 To investigate the correlation between the deduced scattering and absorption coefficient, the optical properties of Arla Laerkevang 1.5% fat was measured 19 times and deduced using a value of j = 2.
RESULTS
Hyperspectral Imaging System (C.1). An example HDR image is presented in Fig. 3a , which shows a smoothly changing profile across regions acquired with different exposure times. Since the optical properties are deduced from a line through the image, the entire hyperspectral information used to estimate the optical properties may be illustrated as a spectrograph image, see Fig. 7 . The image data is normalized to the most intense pixel over the entire spectrum. Spectrograph images may be used to assess the dynamics of the instrument, where it is seen that the signal is preserved throughout the entire spectrum. It also shows that the dynamic range of intensities for this dairy product spans 80 dB. The broad dynamic range cannot be covered by any CCD chip, and the measurements are only possible due to the HDR procedure. The data acquisition time for an HDR image is 1.9 s per wavelength but may be reduced, as the same shutter times are used for all wavelengths and samples. From the spectrograph images ( Fig. 7 is an example), it is evident that some of the long exposure shutter times for the wavelength range 550-800 nm could be skipped, as the signal for these is stronger. Similarly, the short shutter times may be omitted for spectra in the blue and near-infrared (NIR) range.
Finally, the spectrograph image ( Fig. 7 ) may be used to identify absorption bands from the raw data directly. Absorption gives contraction of the reflectance profile over a short wavelength range. In Fig. 7 , an absorption band is present from around 950 nm and upwards. Some absorption is also observable around 520 nm. In comparison, the scattering causes a slow monotonous decay.
Estimating the Entry Point (C.2 and C.3). For the present instrument and samples, the speckle structure seen in Fig. 3 surrounds the entry point. Entry points obtained with techniques proposed in previous work 15, 21 are presented in Fig. 3 together with the entry point obtained with the method presented here. The speckle pattern shifts the location of the most intense pixel away from the entry point, not only along the direction of incidence. For the present measurement, the location of the most intense pixel shifts by approximately 15 pixels. Previous methods for reducing the effects of speckle overshoot in the present data, see Fig. 3c . The reason is that these methods rely on estimation of the centers of symmetric distributions. This causes an underestimation of Dx and leads to an overestimation of the scattering coefficient and underestimation of the absorption coefficient. As opposed to previous work, the presented method only searches for the most intense pixel along the line of incidence and further reduces variance by averaging across wavelength. In this way, an unbiased estimate of the entry point is obtained.
Estimating the Diffusion Center (C.4). The fact that the diffusion center is determined from a single line of reflectance values increases the range of optical properties that may be estimated. For samples with little scattering and absorption, the asymmetric area of the reflectance is larger and two-dimensional methods rely on convergence of the asymmetry within the image. Such methods are thus limited by the field of view along the shortest side of the image. This limitation was acknowledged by Lindbergh et al., 20 who excluded samples due to lack of dynamic range. The one-dimensional method further extends the range because the measurements may be conducted with the line of incidence along the diagonal of the image, which increases the number of pixels along the line. In addition, the computation speed is significantly faster and scales better with the camera resolution.
Fit and Footprint of the Diffusion Model (C.5, C.6, and C.7). Previous work reports that the deduced optical properties depend on the range of the fit interval. 15, 21 To investigate the significance of this effect on the dairy samples, the deduced optical properties and the fit residual are quantified with varying width (j) of the excluded data during the fit to Eq. 9. The value of j is varied from 0.5 to 5, and the effect on both the deduced optical properties and fit residual is investigated. An example is presented in Fig. 8 , where it is seen that the deduced absorption coefficient depends on the region where the data is fitted. The deduced absorption changes smoothly and reaches maximum at j = 2.2. The reduced scattering, on the other hand, is largely unchanged. It is noteworthy that the minimum fit error occurs at j =1.4, which is different from where the absorption peaks were. These effects have been investigated across wavelength and sample. In general, it was found that the reduced scattering coefficient is indeed independent of j. The deduced absorption coefficient does, however, depend on j, but does not in general have a maximum.
It is of interest to investigate whether an optimal j value exists. The visual agreement between fit and selected data from the presented results does not, however, give clear indication of which value to choose. The example in Fig. 8 also indicates this. All values of j seem to give a decent description of the data. The results show that the dependence on j is not trivial. As seen from the example in Fig. 8 , the deduced absorption and fit residual do not converge at large values of j. Neither does a single value of j exist at which the fit residual is minimized and absorption maximized. This could otherwise have been a criterion for finding an optimal value of j.
The fit residual for the camera calibration presented in Fig. 5b clearly shows that the image distortion is not causing systematic dependence of the optical properties on the fit region presented in Fig. 8 . Nevertheless, the presented high precision method for spectral characterization of the lens distortion is a necessary validation. Concerning the image vignetting, this effect is normalized after the images are captured. If this normalization is undesirable, vignetting may be reduced by replacing the existing lens with a more expensive telecentric lens.
A final remark on the dependence on fit range (j) is that the specific value mainly influences the absorption coefficient, which is important when the measurements are used for chemometric evaluation of the sample constituent. For the purpose of quantifying the reduced scattering coefficient, and hence the particle size distribution, which changes during milk fermentation, the specific value of j is not essential.
Spectra for Dairy Samples. To investigate the performance of the combined instrument and analysis technique in characterizing the optical properties of dairy products, the optical properties of the samples in Table II were measured (using j = 2). The resulting curve fits for some of the most diverse reflectance profiles of the dairy products are presented in Fig. 9 , together with their respective fits. This gives an impression of how well the data is modeled with the proposed measurement technique. Measurement of all products was repeated five times, and the mean and standard deviation of the deduced optical properties are summarized in Fig. 10 .
The fit results presented in Fig. 9 demonstrate the fit performance for the investigated dairy products. These results show a fairly good characterization of the reflectance profiles across both the diverse milk and yogurt samples and the wavelength range from blue to NIR. However, it is evident that the amount of data to fit the diffusion model with 0.5% milk is somewhat limited. The measured reduced scattering coefficient, shown in Fig. 10 , increases as a function of fat content. This is as expected since fat particles are the main cause for scattering. Similar results have been reported for other measurement techniques. 5, 24 Concerning the discrimination of the structural difference between milk and fermented milk products, the evaluated optical properties of the dairy samples are compared directly in Fig. 10 . From this, it is seen that the reduced scattering properties provide a clear distinction between the two products. Furthermore, it is seen that the values are in agreement with the approximate development derived from Lorenz-Mie theory and previously reported by Nielsen et al. 5 The measurement precision of the fermented products is in general lower than the milk products. This is due to their deflation and slightly curved surface.
In the measured absorption spectra, three peaks are present throughout all the measurements. The first peak is around 520 nm and has previously been reported for milk fat; 35 the presence of a weak peak at 750 nm and a stronger peak at 970 nm have previously been observed for water. 34 In general, the results show a reduction of the measured absorption for the fermented products. This effect may be a result of the scattering phase function of the samples. This induces a crosstalk between the absorption and scattering properties. Lastly, with respect to the range of optical properties that may be covered, it is seen that the limited field of view for the present system reduces the absorption estimate for the Arla Laerkevang Minimaelk 0.5% fat.
Measurement Reproducibility. A scatter plot of the deduced optical properties is presented in Fig. 11 for a single wavelength. The correlation coefficient is À0.94, which indicates high correlation of the noise contribution in scattering and absorption. It is probable that the systematic variations are largely induced through the estimation of the diffusion displacement. This error then propagates on through the curve fitting procedure, where the estimated effective attenuation compensates for the error in mean free path estimation. These results suggest that the presented method has potential to become one with even higher precision in estimation of optical properties if the error in estimation of the transport mean free path can be reduced further.
CONCLUSION
The development of new optical characterization techniques is of great interest for the dairy industry. In this paper, a camera-based instrument for quantifying the optical properties of milk and fermented milk has been demonstrated. Measurements are performed by only quantifying light reflection from the sample surface. This makes it useful for in-line measurements despite large sample volume, as in a milk fermentation tank. In addition, the technique enables a non-contact and noninvasive measurement, which is important for avoiding contamination and accomplishing an automated measurement system.
The instrument covers the broad spectral range from 470 to 1020 nm and thus covers the absorption bands of both milk fat and water together with the reduced scattering properties of the samples. The optical properties of commercially available milk and fermented milk has been reported and show strong capabilities of discriminating between initial and final state of fermented milk products by their reduced scattering coefficient. Simultaneously, the absorption coefficient clearly marks the presence of both fat and water but also a correlation to the scattering levels.
FIG. 10. Measured optical properties for dairy products with five repetitive measurements showing the standard deviation at each wavelength. Red data is for fermented milk products, blue is for milk. For the reduced scattering coefficients, the black lines are fitted to Eq. 10. For the absorption measurements, the black line is the absorption of water. 34 FIG. 11. Scatterplot of the estimated optical properties of 19 repetitive measurements of milk 1.5% fat at 930 nm; the ellipsoid shows the circle span by the eigenvalue decomposition of the data's covariance.
